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ABSTRACT

As part of a statewide campaign to increase both
awareness of the problem of littering and illegal dumping, and
Tarticipation in recycling activities, Humboldt County, California,
began a recycling and antilittering education project in 1901. Pre-
andkpostcampaign survey data suggest that the 9-month program,
relying largely on television and radio public service messages, had
little effect on residents' attitudes toward waste disposal or
recycling. This lack of response may be due top the project's failure
to supplement its eduction measures with programs reinforcing
recYcling behavior. Also, as 74.7% of the residents already recycled
material, the community may already have reached its expected level
of adoption. Nonrecyclers--generally older than the average resident,
inactive in community affairs, with less education but higher
incomes--may have been,4ifluenced more by the inconvenience of
collicting and transporting recydlable material than by the financial
benefits of recycling stre;sed by the campaign. Though not
influencing this group, the project did increase the concern of those
already recycling. Moreover, as this period witnessed noldrop in
recycling behavior despite the community's increased unemployment,
discontinued bottle and carvpickups, and decrease in ihe price paid
for aluminum cans, the campaigncan be considered a limited success.
(MM)
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"WAR ON WASTE":- A PUBLIC-EDUCATION CAMPAIGN

A Abstract

This study examines the development of the.state-vide campaign,.
"War on Waste," Which was designed to promote recycling in
California. It describes in detail the development of one
education program wdthin that campaign and evaluates its
effectiveness. Pre- and post-campign survey data suggest the
education program bad little effect-on county residents in
changing attitudes toward littering and illegal dumping or
in increasing recycling behavior. Possible explanations for
thie result are discussed. .
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"WAF ON WASTE":. A PUBLIC-EMICATION CAMPAIGN

Because of safety, health and environmental hazards, all

open burning dumps in California were closed by state legis-

lation in 1970. Since then, all of California's municipal

waste has been disposed of in(sanitary landfill sites. Sanitary

randfills are land areas where tolid wastes are disposed of by

an engineering method designed to protect tpfe environment. The

solid wastes are spread in thin layers, compacted and covered

by soil at the end of each day. California has apProximately

600 sanitary landfill* sites, but soMe of these are being forced

to close because of health and.safety violations. Others are

rapidly being filled to capacity. The California,State Solid

Waste Management Board estimates that nearly a third of Cali-
1

fornia's available landfills will close by 1985. Few alternative

sites are available, and those that can be used are many miles

away from the communities they must serve. These landfill

closures will result in an increase in state Waste disposal costs

from $1.6 billion pef' year in 1981 to more than $2 billion per

year by 1985.

Littering and illegal garbage dumping constitute another

serfous solid waste problem (in California. This type of refuse

dispotal pollutes water, creates fire hazards, and threatens

human health and safety. It is also a waste of tax dollars. In

1980, California spent $100 million in tax revenue to clean
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littered streets, roads, parking lots, vacant lote and rec-

reation grounds.

The California.State Solid Waste Managewit Board (SSWMB)

mas created by the.California Solid Waste Management and Resource

Recovery Act of 1972. The Act also directed each county to

develop a solid waste manag7ont plan and authorized the

establishment of state-wide standards for the collection of

solid waste. While local governments are responsible for their

own solid waste management and planning, the State Solid Waste

Management'Board ensures that counties live up to.state and

federal standards. The Board also directs the state's efforts

to develop recycling, litter control and resource recovery.

Part of these efforts involves developing and supporting publiC-

education programs to inform citizens about solid waste manage-

ment issues.

According to data produced by the SSWMB, Californians
2

recycle only 5 to 7 percent of accumulated solid wastes, There-

fore, as part of its mission to reduce the rate at mhich landfill

sites are filling, the SSWMB began in 1980 to promote recycling

in a statqlride campaign called the "War on Waste." It hired a

public relations firm which developed a state-wide mass-media

campaign promoting'greater public awareness of resource recovery

and increased voluntary compliance with recycling activities.

The focus of the state-wide campaign was the message that

"The Garbage.Crisis Is Real." Television and radio public

service announcements were produced around this theme, and the

press and free media campaign publicized landfill closures,

siting difficulties and other related problems.

5
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After nlne months of the program, pre- and post-campaign

public opinion surveys showed increases in how.dalifornian's

rated the,seriousnesk of the garbage crisis. The post-campaign

survey also showed, however, that while Californian's were

participating in recycling, waste reduction and other environ-

mentally sound practices, they were not doing so on a regular

basis.

This evidence should not have been surprising since research

on public information campaigns points out the weakness in relying

solely upon mass-media

'

hannels for eliciting behavioral change

...,_, in public awareness ca m paigns. For example, McAlister points out

0.-Nthe importance of interpersonal support for mediated communications:(

Mass communication media may effectively inform, persuade
and train their audiences, but lasting change will not be
achieved in the absence of a supportive social environment. 4
Because it is easier to distribute printed or audiovisual
messages to mass audiences than it is to organize supportive
interpersonal communications on a large scale, campaigns have
tended to rely solely on mass communications. This narrow
approach to the problem has yielded relatively poor results.
But researchers now realize that campaign effectiveness may
depend upon the creation of opportunities for interpersonal
communication, participation, and social reinforcement. This
has led to attempts to efficiently integrate mediated and
interpersonal communicdtions.... 3

Flay and Cook also support this view:

One of the current trends in the design or campaigns is to
stress combining media materials with face-to-face inter-
ventions.... The assumption behind this mix is that under
most conditions the medda are most useful for creating
awarenéss and perhaps changing knowledge and feelings than
they are for changing long-held behaviors or preventing
behaviors that are socially approved in some subcultures (e.g.,
drug-taking among adolescents). Mbreover, a growing pro-
fessional consensus is emerging that social factors may be

. especially important in maintaining any new behaviors once
they have been acquired. 4

After finding little evidence of behavior change, the Board

re-directed its 4public-education plan in 1981 to include campaigns

6
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to promote recycling to be conducied at the communiti level. It

advqrtised a grant program by which ten comilunity-lpVel programs

could be funded (up to $20,000 each).

The Humboldt County Recycling and Anti-Littpting Education

Project was created through such a grant (for $1-0,000) awarded

to-the senior author and the.Arcata Community Recycling Center

(non-profit) in March, 1981. ghe objectives of the Education

Program were to indrease publkc awareness of resource recovery

and problems associated with litter and inappropriate dumping

of waste materials, and to increase voluntary compliance with

recycling activities'and laws intended to reddte littering and

illegal dumping of garbage. The campaign was to 'consist of a

county-wide publicity campaign centering around the benefits of

recycling and thp presence of recycling centers in Humboldt

County; the problems associated with solid-waste'disposal in a

f:a'rge, rural area; and, the need for compliance with anti-dumping

laws (stressing social costs and individual responsibility).

The components of the nine-month campaign included activities

centered around Recycling Month-(October) and Anti-Littering and

Illegal Dumping Month (November), a speakers bureau, information

booths at public events like the county'fair, the development of

a poster and brochure, preparation of public service announcements'

pd public service programming, preparation of news releases and

production of a elide set (Table 1).

In developing themes for the campaign, we first looked at

consumer attitudes toward energy conservation that appeared

related to recycling behavior:

7
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1., Energy-wasting behavior is an ingrained part of American
lifestyle.

2. Many Americans believe -- either consciously or sub-
consciously -- that technology development will obviate
the need to change individuallvith regard to energy use.

3. Contlicting messages regarding the national energy shortages
.have confused many people.

4. Changing consumer behavior to an energy-conserving life-
style can iqg viewed as innovative for a substantial
portion of the general public. 5

'As Blackburn points out, though recycling is easy, not
% 6

recycling is even easierw_ It is also easier or cheaper to litter

or illegally dump garbage than to use proper disposal methods.

What appeared to be needed in both of these instances is persuasive

"why" information explaining why people should go to the trouble

of engaging in environmvItally sound waste disposal Practices

and in recycling.behavior.

According to Liu, persuasive campaigns in the People's

Republic of China that excessively emphasized "collective" benefits -
7

at the expense of "individual" benefits were counterproductive.

Atkin also states that "actual attention is primarily determined

by the'extent tip which the receiver perceives that the message will

provide consummatory gratifications or 41strumental utilities that
8

justifhe time and effort to process th content." This-

suggested an emphasis on benefits to thelindividual rather than

to society, e.g., "not littering will predei,'Ve recreational

land for'your use and save you tax dollaigs...."

To aid in the search for effective persuasive appeals and to

provide base-line data for evaluation purposes, the Education

Program conducted a pre-campaign survey of Humboldt County resi-

dents in June, 1981. The survey first asked respondents what
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they believed to be the most important problem in Humboldt

County. The majority cited unemployme and economic development

as the two top problems in the county. This suggested economic

gain would be a major value for these residents, so a persuasive

appeal associating recycling with this value was used throughout

the campaign.

Respondents in the pre-camtmign survey were also asked for

situational inconveniences associated with recycling. Those cited

included: general inconvenience, unpleasant to work with and sort,

tOo time consuming, 'storage problems, difficult,to transport or
4

the center is too far away, inconvenient hours at nearest center

or pick-up point, unfamiliarity with the recycling process and a

shortage of recyclable items. Surprisingly, respondents who

recycled also mentioned many of these situational inconveniences.

Respondents who recycled were also asked what they perceived

as the be4its of recycling. Responses Included: re-use and

preservation of resources, responsibility and personal satisfaction,

economic benefits, and disposal of waste.

Since persons who reccled in Humboldt Cpunty apparerIly

believed that the perceived benefits of recycling outweighed the

perceived situational inconvbniences of recycling, it s6emed

logical to focus the campaign's persuasive aPpeabaround the

above perceived benefits cif recycrIngs rather than to attempt ,to

reduce the perceived levels of situational inconVeniences. It

should be noted that the campaign did ipelude information which

related to reducing the perceived inconveniences ofliecycling

in many elements of the educational prpgram.

9
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The goals of this Education Trogram were: to increase

ill the extent to whicheresidents of Humboldt County pirceived

li.tering, illegal dumping of garbage and recycling.as important

problems4 to increase'the levels of residents reporting that they

) purchase products because they are biodegradable or because the

packaging is recyclable; and to increase the levels of'recycjing
e;.

behavior.

w RESULTS:
4;

4, .The pre- and post-campaign surveys of Humboldt County
4'

0
.residents permitted an @valuation ofwhether the public-education

41
6; campaign had dontributed to any of the above goals. It is

important to note that the Educational Program was only one of

many factors occurring dyring this time period.

As shown in Table 2, Humboldt County residents were very

0.milar before and after the public education campaign in how

t: they rated litteringA illegal'clumping of garbage

as. important problems. There was also no change in reported

levels of purchasing products b@cause they were biodegradable or

because the packaging was recyclable.

About the same percentage of Humboldt County residents
(Table 3).

, reported that they recycled after the campaign as beforeA No

changes in the types of items,recycled were found after the-t

, campaign, either. An increase in the number of residents who

rec4c1ed more than four items was found, which suggests more

towns were recycling more items (Table 4). We also found

Ifttle. change in the percentage of respondents who rel5orted

,,they knew where a recycling center was located (Table 3).
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e the campaign, recyclers.did not differ from non-

recyc in how they rated littering and illegal dumping as

imp t problems. But after the campaign, persons who recycled

dif d significantly from non-recyclers in how they rated

liqOring (p< .08) and illegal garbage dumping (p4 .04) s

'ortant problems (Table 5).

As might be expected, recyclers differed significantly from

n-recyclers both before and after the campaign in levels of

/1/vq, uying products because they were biodegradable (p< .05) and

iqj/ because the packaging was Acyclible (p4 .0003), in knowing
./4

where to find a rec3(cling center. (p4 .004) and in interest in

recycling (p< .0001) (Table,5).

DISCUSSION:

In comparing pre- and post-campaign survey data, we found

little change in overall attitudes about littering or illegal

dumping of garbage or in levels of recycling behavior. Several

explanations for the lack of change are possible.

It is possible, for example, tellat the Education Program

as designed had no effect because it did not create ample

opportunities for interpersonal communication, participation

and social reinforcement.

The campaign also may have had no effect because the majority

,(74.7 percent) of Humboldt County residents had already adopted

recycling behavior. The county tay have rja4hd the upward

portion of the S-shaped cumulative adoption curve described by
9

Rogers and Shoemaker even before the campaign began. The

remaining non-recyclers may never adopt this behavtor or perhaps

they would be the last to be reached (over time) as the information
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is disseminated.

'To'seek greater clarity as to what factors were related..

' to necycling behavior, a stepwise regression analysis was conducted.,

using the following predictois of recycling behavior: age', 10come,.

educatiOn, an index of six community involvement measures, an

index of media use (watching television, listenidg to the radio

and subscribing to a newspaper), attitude toward litter as a
and

problem in Humboldt County,iattitude toward illegal dumping of

garbage as a problem in Humboldt County. AG showb in Table 6,

education and community involvement were significant positive

(predictors of recycling behavior while age and income were

nevt'ively related.

This evidence suggests that non-recyclerh are older,

have less education, make higher incomes and are relatively

inactive in the community. PersuaGive affeals to publica

with high incomes may not be effective when economic benefits

are stressed. In addition, older personso perhaps will find

the situational inconvenienceo associated with recycling more

significant due to age-related physical problems. Grunig's

decision-situation theory of communication behavior suggeato that *

persoops who tend to be less socially involved or who do not
o

recognize the problem often exhibit fatalistic behavior; the

individual will unquestioningly.follow the most readily available

alternative iwhich in Mils case' would be to continue to throw
10 -

recyclable materials in the garbage). The non-recyclers

were certainly leas involved in the community and leso 14ely to

consider littering or illegal dumOing.ot' garbage a,s important

problem in this case. Grunig's reaearch gives some evidence

12

0

.;)
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in how to approach even fataliiitic publics:

It may alsp,b significant to note that attitude_change

,did occur 'during this time'period among pers9n6,who.already

recycled in terms of rating littering and illegal dumping of

garbage as iniportant problems. This suggests that the information

campaign was, more effective. among members of the public who

were already active in related behavior. Grunig'S theory

would 'predict that members of a public mbiCh is involved in an
11

issueiare more likely to communicate Actively about that issue.

PassiVe publict, Grunig suggests, .seldom develop organized
-

cognitions or solutions for problems as they tend to retain only
/ j

bits !and pieces of disorganized information that may cOme from

an educational campaip.

In_conclusion, a?more pleasant explanation to consider for

the lack of pre- and post-campaign differences would be that the

campaign had t4e effect of reinfOrcing recycling behavior4hat

otherwise may have lessened ar discontinued altogether. During

the time period of this campaign, a number of factors occurred

which may have negatively affected recycling behvior. Humboldt

County underwent a severe economic slump; which created even

higher unemployment (18-20 percent). This could .have v'eated

apathy towards recycling or curtailed the amount of products

people were able to buy and,consume before recycling. Large

drops in piices paid for aluminum alsovoccurred in this time

period', which no doubt affected the motivation of potential

recyclers.

. In addition, one for-profit recycling center, went out of.

1 3
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business and non-profit recycling centers were forced to end
t

regular pick-Ups of recycled items in four rural communities

during this time period.

Given all of these circumstances, it is tempting to conclude

that jUst maintaining recycling levels At the pre-caMpaign levels'

during this time period wap a significant achievement.

40
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TABLE 1. Media Forms Used in Components of Campaign

Components of Campaign

Anti-
Public Recycling litter Speakers
events month month bureau OtherMedia Yorms :

Posters

Brochures

Newspaper
articles

Radio

Television

Slides/speaker

X



TABLE 2. Pre- And Post-Campaign Comparisons Of Attitudes
Toward Littering And Illegal Dumping Of Garbage
And Of Purchasing Behavior.

Variables:
Pre-Test Post-Test

(f)

Littering is a
problem or a serious
problem 273

Illegal dumping is
a problem or a
serious problem 206

Buy products because
they are biodegradable 174

Buy products because
packaging is
rdcyclable -----155

(%) (f) (%)

70.5 (N.S.) 194 64.7

53.2 (N.S.) 161 53.6

45.0 (N.S.) 122 49.7

40.1 (N.S.) a24 41.3 -

lb
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TABLE 3. Pre- And Post-Campaign Comparisons Of Percenta e
Of Respondents Who Recycle, Percentage Of Resp ndents
Who Know Where A Recycling Center Is Located A d
Percentage Of Type Of Items Recycled.

Variables:
Pre-Test

(f) (%)
Post-Test
(f) (%)

Do recycle 289 74.7 (N.s.) 231 77.0

Know where a
recycling center
is located 352 91.0 (N.S.) 268 89.3

' e
1

Type of Item:

Aluminum cans 244 63.0 (N.S.) 200 66.7

Newspaper 139 36.0 (N.S.) 119 40.0'

Glass 128, 33:0 (N.S.) 116 39.0

Tin cans 54 14.0 (N.S.) 47 16.0

Cardboard 30 8.0 (N.S.) 35 12.0
\

Egg cartons 11 3.0 (N.S.) 18

Motor oil 11 3.0 (N.S.) 16 5.0

Other 28 7.0 (N.S.) 6 2.0

N.R. 98 25.3 68 22.7
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TABLE 4

Number of

Comparison
After

Of The Number Of Items Recycled Before And
Campaign.

Pre-Test Post-Test
(f) (%) (f) (%)

items:

0 98 25.3 68 22.7

1 105 27.1 82 27.3

2 81 20.9 53 17.7
--.)

3 56 14.5 44 14.7

25 6.5 26 8.7

5 22 5.7 27 9.0



TABLE\5. Pre- And Post-Test Campaign Comparisons Between Recyclers
And Non-Recyclers Of Attitudes Toward Littering And

0 Illeg41 Dumping Of Garbage And Of Purchasing Behavior.

Pre-Test Post-Test
Recyclers Non-Recyclers Recyclers Non-Recyclers

7 p 3r

Variables:

Littering
is a problem
or a serious
problem 2.00 (.137) 2.08 1.93 (.080) 1.75

Illegal dumpz.
ing is a
problem or
a serious
pro lem 2.27 '(.746) 2.24 2.09 (.046) 1.83

YES NO YES NO
(s) _Al_ (S) (S)

uy products
ecause they
are bio-
degradable 51.8 (.023) 36.9 45.7

Buy products
because the
packaging
is recyclable

49.8 (.000) 20.9 48.4

Knowing where
a recycling
center is
located 94.5 (.000) 81.1 92.2

-Interest An
recycling 3.39 (.000) 2.90 3.36

(.056) 31.3

.

(.000) 21.9

(.004) 78.8
717

(.000) 2.75

2 1


